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Welcome to the Canada Star Secondary School Course Handbook
This publication provides our students and parents with important information about our course offerings
and the selection process at Canada Star Secondary School.
Our program offers a broad and rigorous curriculum, where students can make selections based on strengths,
passions and their post-secondary pathways. Our instructional practice includes a balance of traditional
academic instruction from our talented and passionate educators along with rich discussions and experiential
learning opportunities with real-world connections. Through our coursework, we strive to foster transferable
skills required for success, such as problem solving, communication, critical thinking, collaboration and
creativity.
During the course selection process, we ask our students to be mindful of their overall workload and
extracurricular commitments in the year ahead to ensure a balanced and challenging schedule. We hope they
select appropriate courses by seeking advice from their counselor, Academic Advisors, and from faculty who
are currently teaching the courses. This is important for a fully informed decision.
Please read through the course descriptions carefully. We are always here to answer any questions that may
arise, and to support the students as they progress towards graduation and post-secondary education.

Introduction
The purpose of this guide is to help you select courses for your years at our school. It is important that you
plan your course selections carefully because the timetable is assembled based on initial choices. Once the
schedule has been built, specific changes may be difficult or impossible to implement. Selection of a course
does not ensure that you will be able to fit that course into your schedule, although every attempt will be
made to accommodate all requests.
It is our intention to offer all the courses in this guide for the upcoming school year. However, circumstances
may change. Some courses may not prove to be popular enough to be viable. Late staffing changes may
require us to make changes. Additionally, timetable modifications may cause courses to change their format.
You may use this guide to assist with the following:
 Selecting courses of interest based on their content.
 Ensuring that you have any required background. This should include planning for future years.
 Ensuring you graduate with the qualifications necessary for the post-secondary path of your choice.
Counselor and Academic Advisors
The individual who will be the key to assisting in your academic planning and course choices is your
counselor and Academic Advisor.
You will work with your counselor and Academic Advisor in small groups, large groups and individually. With
the help of the counselor and Academic Advisors, and in consultation with parents, you will be guided
through the process of researching and eventually applying to the post-secondary institutions of your choice.
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Student Success Center
Three times after school (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) we have a room set aside with a teacher so that
students can go and ask for extra help or work on homework in a quiet space. The Student Success Centre
will run from 3:20-4:00 each day
We publish a schedule so that students will know which teacher will be supervising the room on a given
day. For example if they need homework in Science, they may choose a day when a science teacher is
supervising.
We feel that this opportunity can give Canada Star Secondary School students even more support and can
help them be even more successful as they reach for their goals.

Requirements
Graduation Requirements
Most courses in Grades 10 to 12 are award four credits upon successful completion.
BC MINISTRY OF EDUCATION CREDIT REQUIREMENTS

Subject Area

Credits

Career Life Education

4

Career Life Connections

4

Physical and Health Education 10

4

Science 10

4

Science 11 or 12

4

Social Studies 10

4
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Social Studies 11 or 12

4

Mathematics 10

4

Mathematics 11 or 12

4

Language Arts 10 (English)

4

Language Arts 11 (English)

4

Language Arts 12 (English)

4

Applied Design, Skills and Technology 10, 11 or 12; or Arts Education 10, 11 or 12

4

16

Provincially Authorized Elective Courses

12

Additional Grade 12 Courses

Total minimum credits required by Ministry of Education

80

BC MINISTRY OF EDUCATION ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS




Grade 10 Graduation Literacy Assessment
Grade 10 Graduation Numeracy Assessment
Grade12 Graduation Literacy Assessment
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Post-Secondary Entrance Requirements
The specific requirements for any of the more than 4,000 post-secondary institutions in North America can be
both unique and diverse. However, some generalizations can be made.

Canadian Universities
Universities in Canada look at marks for 4, 5 or 6 Grade 12 courses, English Studies 12 being mandatory in
almost every case. Some universities will use Grade 11 marks to grant conditional early admission to specific
programs. Many universities in Canada now use an expanded application process that includes mandatory
supplements (essay, short answer or video responses) to specific questions. For English as a second language
speakers who have spent less than four years studying in English, supplementary proof of English is often
required (e.g. IELTS, TOEFL).

British Columbia Universities
➢

➢
➢

➢
➢
➢

Written supplement：
Some business programs of universities in BC require a written supplement, such as UBC and SFU.
All UBC applicants require a written supplement.
Interview: UBC business programs require interview.
Fine arts and design related programs usually require a supplement, audition and/or portfolio, such
as Emily Carr. Canada Star offers an off-schedule art portfolio preparation program that students
can join after school.
Calculus 12 is recommended but not usually required for science, engineering and business
programs.
One second language at the Grade 11 level is required for entrance into UBC and SFU.
Chemistry 11 and/or Physics 11 are sometimes required for Science and Engineering programs.

Admission requirements change constantly, so please consult the individual institutions’ websites for the
most recent admissions requirements in British Columbia.

Requirements for Universities in Other Provinces
Requirements are changing yearly, and students are advised to consult university websites for the most
recent admission requirements.

➢ English Studies 12 is required for almost all programs.
➢ Pre-Calculus 12 and Calculus 12 are often required for science, engineering and business programs in
➢

Canadian universities outside BC.
Often business programs and engineering programs require interview and written supplement.

US Universities
Admission to American institutions is based on many factors, including, but not limited to:
➢

Marks from Grades 9 to 12 with an emphasis on Grades 11 and 12
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➢
➢
➢

➢
➢

SAT or ACT scores (for most universities)
Rigour of workload in areas of interest and strength
Evidence of leadership, community service and/or extracurricular activities
Counsellor and teacher recommendations
Student’s writing samples including personal essays and short answers to specific questions

UK Universities

➢ Universities require students to be focused on one area of study with a strong transcript.
➢ All UK applicants submit only one written personal statement and one teacher reference.
➢ Some universities (e.g., medical, dental, law) require students to take standardized tests early in their
➢

Grade 12 year as part of the admission requirements.
Students can only apply to five university programs in the UK.

Grade 8
The Grade 8 program has been designed to provide exposure to a variety of disciplines while maintaining the
quality and rigour of skill development and subject content.
You will take English, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, French, Drama, Physical and Health Education. If
you wish to take a second modern language you may apply to the Principal or Counselor.
English


English 8

Mathematics


Principles of Mathematics 8



Science 8



Social Studies 8

Modern Languages


French 8

Physical and Health Education


Physical and Health Education 8
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Grade 9
The Grade 9 program has been designed to provide exposure to a variety of disciplines while maintaining the
quality and rigour of skill development and subject content.
You will take English, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Drama, Physical and Health Education. If you wish
to take a second modern language you may apply to the Director of our school.
English


English 9

Mathematics


Principles of Mathematics 9



Science 9



Social Studies 9

Modern Languages


Mandarin

Physical and Health Education


Physical and Health Education 9

Grade 10
Designed to offer a learning experience that builds upon and enhances classroom education over the course
of the year, the Grade 10 program offers you a mix of an excellent academic foundation and the ability to
access a variety of elective options to suit your interests. Your learning will be meaningful and relevant,
motivating you to discover and experiment, broadening and deepening your understanding of concepts. This
will be achieved through access to resources and experts both inside and outside the classroom.
The Grade 10 program consists of a variety of course options with the following requirements: English,
Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Applied Skills Education, Physical Education and Career Life Education.
The Grade 10 program for ELL students consists of a variety of course options with the following
requirements: ELL1, ELL2, Pre-English 10, English 10 Plus
* After-school ELL supporting classes are not-for-credit and offered through Can-Star Academy (CSA).
All Grade 10 subjects are part of the graduation program.
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English


Literary Studies 10 and Composition 10



English 10 Plus (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)

Mathematics


Foundations of Mathematics and Pre-Calculus 10

Science


Science 10

Social Studies


Social Studies 10

Applied Design, Skills and Technology


Drafting 10



Foods

Arts Education



Art Studio 10
Drama 10

Physical Education


Physical Education 10

Career Life Education 10
We recommend that you consider your options carefully with a global perspective, while considering your
interests and your possible post-secondary pathways.
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Grades 11 and 12
By this time, you can select from a wide variety of senior-level courses. While there are no pre-requisites, you
are strongly encouraged to complete relevant Grade 11 courses before selecting a related Grade 12 course
(e.g. you should complete Life Science 11 before taking AP Biology).

Grade 11
In your Grade 11 year, you are given the opportunity to delve deeper into subject areas. You must take core
courses in English, Mathematics, Social Studies, Science, but you may choose to meet some of these
requirements in your Grade 12 year. You are limited to a maximum of eight courses in the regular timetable.

Grade 12
In Grade 12, the only required course is English Studies 12. You should select at least five additional courses
in areas of interest. You may also take Grade 11 courses to meet requirements. We recommended that you
take six or seven courses, not including Career Life Connections. You are limited to a maximum of eight
courses in the regular timetable.
English





Literary Studies 11
English 11 Plus (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)
English Studies 12
English 12 Plus (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)

Mathematics







Pre-Calculus 11
Pre-Calculus 12
Calculus 12
AP Calculus AB (Off-schedule)
AP Calculus BC (Off-schedule)
AP Statistics (Off-schedule)

Applied Design, Skills and Technology
 AP Computer Science Principles (Off-Schedule)
 AP Computer Science A (Off-Schedule)
Science





Life Sciences 11
Chemistry 11
Physics 11
AP Physics 1 (Off-schedule)
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Anatomy and Physiology 12
Chemistry 12
AP Chemistry (Off-schedule)
Physics 12
AP Physics 2 (Off-schedule)

Social Studies









Explorations in Social Studies 11: Contemporary Moral Issues
Physical Geography 12
Economic Theory 12
AP Psychology (Second Semester and/or Off-Schedule)
AP Art History (Off-Schedule)
AP Human Geography (Off-Schedule)
AP Macroeconomics
AP Microeconomics

Modern Languages





Mandarin 11
Mandarin 11 Advanced
Mandarin 12
Mandarin 12 Advanced

Arts Education



AP Studio Art (Off-schedule)
AP 2D (Off-schedule)

Physical Education
Career Education


Career Life Connections 12

Challenge Exams
You can request to challenge certain course. When you do, be prepared to indicate why you feel you will be
successful completing the challenge assessment – the school will review this along with any documentation of
prior learning you have in order to determine if challenging a course is the best option for you. Every
challenge exam charges an administrative fee of $300.
To challenge a course, the student must make a formal request to the principal and then submit the
completed Intent to Challenge Course Form to the counsellor.
Students take the responsibility for providing evidence of readiness to challenge a course.
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 For current students, there must be at least one recommendation from a previous or current teacher,
preferably in a prerequisite course;
 For a transferred student, proof of English proficiency and high mark in a perquisite course is required;
e.g. to challenge Science 10, students must either be at least ELL level 2 (or iTEP 3.9), and have high marks in
Science 9
 Extra document(s) can be provided to prove readiness, such as selections from a portfolio or other
collection, standardized exam scores from a similar or higher level course such as IB, AP or A-Level,
documentation of work or other experience, etc.
The decision to proceed with a course challenge, by evaluating the Intent to Challenge Course Form, will be
determined at the local level by a team of at least two individuals (principal, counselor and/or the subject
teacher who will mark the challenge exam). Arrival at this decision shall include discussion of the student’s
chance of successfully meeting the exemplary level in the course challenge and, subsequently, the student’s
capacity to successfully complete the course at the next level.
If the “Intent to Challenge” is refused, the student is required to register in and successfully complete the
course in order to receive credit for the course.
Students will be notified by the school principal or counselor of the approval or refusal of their “Intent to
Challenge”. Refusals will be documented accordingly to criteria. Approvals will state a date to completion of
the challenge. Students who successfully complete the challenge will be granted the credits for the course.
Students are not eligible to challenge a specific course if they’ve already:


Challenged it and received a passing grade



Completed it through previous enrolment



Been granted equivalency for it

Advanced Placement Program
The courses in the Advanced Placement program are rigorous college-level courses with examinations
developed by the College Board of Princeton, New Jersey. Students who achieve excellent standing in an
Advanced Placement examination may receive university credit, advanced placement or exemption from
certain university courses. In addition to this, all Canadian universities use AP grades for admission. The
benefits of taking an Advanced Placement course and examination include extra challenge and intellectual
stimulation, possible university credit and excellent preparation for the first year of university.
Advanced Placement exams are ordered by November 15. There is a cost of $285 per course for each
Advanced Placement examination taken. Students will write the AP exam in May. If an exam needs to be
written during the late testing window, there is an additional fee of $50.
At Canada Star Secondary School, the learning process for our AP courses is more than preparation for the
May exam. There are other elements that enrich and challenge our students, (e.g., labs, cultural experiences,
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interdisciplinary connections). You will be required to complete all work associated with your AP course for
the school mark portion of the course. We expect you to understand that you are not simply released from AP
classes after writing the AP exam.
Besides AP courses offered during regular schedule, our school offers several AP courses after school, usually
between 4-7pm, once per week. The flexible hours enable students to take more courses in a year and
enhance the breadth of course areas.

AP Courses
Canada Star Secondary School offers the following Advanced Placement courses:














Art History (Off-Schedule)
Calculus AB (Off-Schedule)
Calculus BC (Off-Schedule)
Statistics (Off-Schedule)
Chemistry (Off-Schedule)
Computer Science A (Off-Schedule)
Computer Science Principles (Off-Schedule)
Human Geography (Off-Schedule)
Macroeconomics (Off-Schedule)
Physics 1 (Off-Schedule)
Physics 2 (Off-Schedule)
Psychology (Regular & Off-Schedule)
Studio Art ( Drawing, 2D, Design, 3D Design) (Off-Schedule)

Dual Credit Courses
Canada Star also partners with Kwantlen Polytechnic University to offer grade 11 and 12 students the
opportunity to concurrently enroll in university courses while still in high school. Credits earned count
toward university studies and may also count toward high school graduation. For a course list and fees,
please contact the counselor and/or academic advisors. Application for dual credit course(s) is usually at the
beginning of September and must be approved by the Principal or counselor.

Course Outlines by Department
English
Our school English program is designed to promote a genuine love of language and literature, reading and
writing, so that students can communicate clearly, confidently, critically, creatively and effectively. The texts,
projects and activities are designed to empower students to become thoughtful, ethical, and responsible
citizens of a diverse society.

English Language Arts 8
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This course is designed to build upon the foundations of literacy. You will develop your critical thinking and
language skills through reading a wide range of texts, writing in various forms and styles, participating in
spoken language activities, and analyzing dramatic interpretations. You will develop your research skills to
uphold academic integrity, use credible sources, evaluate resource materials, and create a works cited page to
present your research in a variety of formats. English 8 & 9 explores the following units of study: short
stories, a novel and/or play, poetry, recitations, and creative writing of both fiction and non-fiction. You can
expect to collaborate with your peers on creative projects and assignments, and you will demonstrate your
learning through a variety of oral presentations and written assessments.

English Language Arts 9
This course is designed to build upon the foundations of literacy. You will develop your critical thinking and
language skills through reading a wide range of texts, writing in various forms and styles, participating in
spoken language activities, and analyzing dramatic interpretations. You will develop your research skills to
uphold academic integrity, use credible sources, evaluate resource materials, and create a works cited page to
present your research in a variety of formats. English 8 & 9 explores the following units of study: short
stories, a novel and/or play, poetry, recitations, and creative writing of both fiction and non-fiction. You can
expect to collaborate with your peers on creative projects and assignments, and you will demonstrate your
learning through a variety of oral presentations and written assessments.

Composition 10 and English Literary Studies 10
This course is designed to explore a variety of themes, periods and authors through a selection of short
stories, poems, novels, as well as other compositions (e.g. expository, descriptive, persuasive, and opinion).
You will be encouraged to question and explore your ideas as well as develop your critical reading skills
through discussion and writing activities. You will have opportunities to study, create and write original
pieces, individually and collaboratively, for specific audiences and specific disciplines. Course work may also
include reflective and process writing, journal responses, direct instruction, writers’ workshops and
presentations. You will work through the writing process, which includes drafting and revision, and you will
be assessed on your paragraph, essay writing and presentation skills. You will develop your research skills to
uphold academic integrity, use credible sources, evaluate resource materials, and create a works cited page to
present your research in a variety of formats.

Literary Studies 11
This is a course of study in literature, language, media, and oral communication with a particular focus on the
literary elements of texts. It is designed to teach you to think more deeply and critically and to develop
reasoned, balanced opinions about what you read, view, and hear. You will be encouraged to make insightful
connections and to appreciate distinctions between your own experiences and those presented in a variety of
fictional and non-fictional works, including essays, short stories, poems, and visual texts. You will read the
work of authors from various historical and cultural backgrounds, and you will be expected to analyze their
work, draw conclusions, and find credible and relevant evidence to defend your opinions. In combination
with formal writing and expression, we will also encourage you to be creative through exploring forms such
as the personal essay. The course is also designed to enhance your understanding of the fundamentals of the
English language, to expand and deepen your appreciation and understanding of authorial techniques and
choices, and to broaden your vocabulary, in preparation for life in the post-secondary world.
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English Studies 12
This general English course is designed to reinforce and enhance language and critical thinking skills you
have honed through Grades 9-11. It will provide you with opportunities to demonstrate your strengths in
communication, explore texts from a variety of sources, deepen your understanding of yourself and your
place in the world, and contribute to reconciliation by building greater understanding of the knowledge and
perspectives of First Peoples. Texts will be drawn from poetry, short fiction, essays, speeches, novels and
plays. Assessments will include a variety of written compositions including short responses, essays and
creative work, as well as oral evaluations, such as performances and presentations.
ELL 0 (80 hrs) (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)
ELL 0 is a course designed for students who have absolutely no foundation of English, or know very limited
vocabulary and sentence structure. 80 hours of lecture include 20 hours of phonology and correction of
pronunciation, which provides a solid basis for speaking and spelling. The remaining 60 hours of lecture
include training for listening, speaking, reading and writing. After studying in the ELL 0 class, students will
understand Basic English and daily conservation; which includes 1000 common vocabulary words and simple
sentence structure.
ELL 1 (60 hrs) (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)
Our ELL 1 class centres on providing students with basic vocabulary and simple sentence patterns. In this
class, students learn to describe familiar people, places, things, and events. Explicit instruction in basic
grammar such as noun identification, prepositions, subject-verb agreement, and ordinal numbers equip
students with a simple understanding of language conventions. Finally, students at this level learn specific,
common phrases involved in making requests, asking questions, giving negative responses, and giving
commands. Students will be given ample time to practice their skills through teacher-led discussions and
partner practice.
ELL 2 (60 hrs) (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)
Our ELL 2 class continues to build on the foundational skills acquired in ELL 1. As students work through six
engaging units, they continue to develop their language skills by learning both everyday vocabulary and
content/ academic vocabulary. They will also participate in class discussions and oral presentations to
develop their oral communication and listening comprehension. Finally, students will improve their
understanding of language conventions through explicit instruction on verb usage and simple sentence
structures.
ELL 3 (60 hrs) (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)
While the first two levels focus on providing students with basic vocabulary and simple sentence structures,
our ELL 3 class equips students with idiomatic expressions and more complex sentence patterns. In this class,
students will acquire content knowledge over an array of topics (Canada, government, and natural disasters)
and challenge their reading comprehension, written language, and oral language through a class novel study.
As students work through these diverse units, they are encouraged to initiate and participate in a range of
collaborative discussion. Through class discussions and written assignments, students are expected to build
on others’ ideas and express their own more clearly.
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Pre-English 10 (60 hrs) (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)
Pre-English 10 is suitable for students who would like an introduction to the fundamental concepts and skills
taught at the BC English 10 curriculum level, in order to better prepare themselves for English 10 and its
mandatory provincial exam. The level 1 course aims to broaden students’ vocabulary range and usage, as well
as strengthening their understanding of language conventions. Through various short texts, students will
learn high-frequency vocabulary words and grammar concepts, which in turn will be applied in their writing
assignments. The level 2 course, emphasis is placed on essay writing, particularly essay structure. Students
will also be introduced to a variety of texts in different genres, as well as terms, and literary devices specific to
those genres. Grammar and vocabulary lessons are to be implemented by the teacher based on students’
individual needs.
English 10 Plus (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)
Students taking the English 10 preparatory course, review examinable terms and acquire new vocabulary.
Skills such as using context clues, summarizing passages, making inferences, comparing passages, and writing
various essay types are explicitly taught and constantly reviewed. Writing skills such as grammatical
correctness and sentence structure will be reviewed as needed. Using a combination of previous exams and
other forms of literature, students practice their reading comprehension and writing ability to ensure that
they are prepared to ace their exams.
English 11 Plus (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)
This non-credit course is designed specifically for English Language Learners and is taught by an ELL
specialist who guides your learning and helps you develop your English literacy skills. We explore themes
such as illusion and reality, equality, and power. We work with you to develop your academic language skills
in reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing and representing, as well as your ability to think critically and
creatively. You will develop your research skills to uphold academic integrity, use credible sources, evaluate
resource materials, and create a works cited page to present your research in a variety of formats. You will be
encouraged to develop your collaboration skills as you learn through direct teaching, group work, research,
projects, presentations, novel and film studies, poetry and art. You will provide evidence of your learning
through your written work, as well as visual and oral presentations.
English 12 Plus (Off-schedule, Non-Credit, CSA)
Using a Varity of texts, students get extra time to practice their reading comprehension and writing ability to
ensure that they are prepared for the Grade 12 Literacy Assessment. This course encourages students to
showcase their literacy skills by analyzing, understanding, and responding to a variety of texts such as news
articles, blog entries, short stories and so on.

Mathematics
The mathematics courses offered strive to develop in our students an appreciation of the power and beauty of
mathematics and to develop in them a high level of mathematical literacy and skill so that they will be able to
explore ideas with confidence, reason logically in their pursuit of truth, and communicate effectively. The
curriculum embraces the seven mathematical processes: communication, connections, mental mathematics,
problem solving, reasoning, technology and visualization.
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All courses will require a calculator. We recommend the TI-84 plus (or TI-83 plus) for Pre-calculus 11 and
Pre-calculus 12. Calculators with CAS capabilities (computer algebra system) are not permitted during
assessments.
Principles of Mathematics 8
This course is the foundation for all other mathematics courses at our school. We explore various topics
through direct instruction, games, projects and inquiry, including rational numbers, powers and exponents,
polynomials, linear relations and equations, financial literacy, data analysis and similarity. You will be selfmotivated and responsible for your learning. You will be assessed regularly through written quizzes and
tests, and a comprehensive examination. You will also have opportunities to explore mathematics through
projects and communication.
Principles of Mathematics 9
This course is the foundation for all other mathematics courses at our school. We explore various topics
through direct instruction, games, projects and inquiry, including rational numbers, powers and exponents,
polynomials, linear relations and equations, financial literacy, data analysis and similarity. You will be selfmotivated and responsible for your learning. You will be assessed regularly through written quizzes and
tests, and a comprehensive examination. You will also have opportunities to explore mathematics through
projects and communication.
Foundations of Mathematics and Pre-Calculus 10
We will revisit many of the topics from Mathematics 9, such as exponents, polynomials, linear relations, and
linear equations. Other topics, including right-angle trigonometry and radicals, will be new to you. Through
direct instruction, discussions and inquiry-based learning activities, you will develop your problem solving
and communication skills. Your learning will be assessed in a variety of ways including in-class and online
quizzes, projects, tests, and comprehensive examinations. In accordance with the BC Ministry of Education,
you will also write the Graduation Numeracy Assessment.
Pre-Calculus 11
This is an algebra intensive course that requires you to be self-motivated. We cover a variety of topics
through lectures, class activities and projects. You may be assessed using quizzes and assignment, as well as
written tests, project work, and a final comprehensive exam.
Pre-Calculus 12
This algebra intensive course builds upon the topics in Pre-Calculus 11. We cover a variety of topics through
lectures, class activities and projects. You may be assessed using quizzes and assignments, as well as written
tests, project work and a final comprehensive exam.
Calculus 12
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This is a skills-based course that will help you tackle first-year calculus in university. We will cover limits,
continuity, differential calculus, related rates, integral calculus and volumes of revolution. There is no need to
take this course as a precursor to an AP Calculus course.
AP Calculus AB (Off-Schedule)
This is a demanding university-level course that requires you to work consistently and independently to
master the skills of differential and integral calculus. You will learn to communicate deep levels of
understanding using mathematical language verbally and in written sentences, and to problem solve and
provide solutions using graphical, numerical and algebraic analysis. We cover limits and continuity,
differential calculus and its applications, integral calculus and its applications, and an in-depth study of the
fundamental theorem of calculus. You will be required to synthesize your learning, to make connections
across topics, and to solve real-world problems under time constraints. You can expect diverse instructional
approaches including lectures, problem-solving activities and the use of technology. You will be assessed
using online quizzes, in class assignments, tests and examinations.
AP Calculus BC (Off-Schedule)
This is a demanding university-level course that requires you to work consistently and independently to
master the skills of differential and integral calculus. You will learn to communicate deep levels of
understanding using mathematical language verbally and in written sentences, and to solve problems and
provide solutions using graphical, numerical and algebraic analysis.
We cover all of AP Calculus AB, with some additional challenging techniques and topics. You can expect
instructional styles to involve lectures, problem-solving activities and the use of technology. You will be
assessed using online quizzes, in class assignments, tests and examinations, as well as during class problemsolving activities.
AP Statistics (Off-Schedule)
This fast-paced and writing-intensive course is designed to introduce you to the major concepts and tools for
collecting, analyzing and drawing conclusions from data. Through surveys, experiments and research, you
will learn how to perform statistical inference techniques and apply university-level ideas to the world
around you. You will participate in oral and digital communication, which will be regularly assessed. You will
also take part in a community-oriented project where you will put your statistical tools to use.

Computer Science
AP Computer Science Principles (Off-Schedule)
This course is based on first-year university courses intended for non-computer science majors. We will cover
the foundational concepts of computer science and challenge you to explore how computing and technology
can impact the world. With a unique focus on creative problem-solving and real-world applications, you will
study a multidisciplinary approach to understand the underlying principles of computation. We cover the
creative aspects of programming, abstractions, algorithms, large data sets, the Internet, cybersecurity
concerns and computing impacts.
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AP Computer Science A (Off-Schedule)
You will work through first-year university-level computer science topics, including problem-solving, design
strategies and methodologies, organization of data (data structures), approaches to processing data
(algorithms), analysis of potential solutions, and the ethical and social implications of computing. The course
emphasizes problem solving and design using the Java language. The techniques we cover represent proven
approaches for developing solutions that can scale from small, simple problems to large, complex problems.

Science
The science program promotes an understanding and appreciation of science and provides students with a
variety of essential scientific skills. These include the ability to think critically and analytically, to apply the
scientific method, to manipulate data in a scientific manner and to approach problems in a logical and
reasoned way.
Science 8
This introductory course is designed to help you develop questioning, analytical and problem-solving skills
for science at our school level. We cover cell biology, foundational chemistry, elementary electricity, and
introductory ecology, using a variety of inquiry-based laboratory experiences. You are expected to be selfmotivated as our work consists of laboratory write-ups, practice problems and several group projects. You
may be assessed on your laboratory skills, written quizzes and tests, or project work.
Science 9
This introductory course is designed to help you develop questioning, analytical and problem-solving skills
for science at our school level. We cover cell biology, foundational chemistry, elementary electricity, and
introductory ecology, using a variety of inquiry-based laboratory experiences. You are expected to be selfmotivated as our work consists of laboratory write-ups, practice problems and several group projects. You
may be assessed on your laboratory skills, written quizzes and tests, or project work.
Science 10
This required course continues the development of analytical and problem-solving skills in preparation for
the upper- level sciences. Using a variety of inquiry-based group activities and laboratory experiences, we
cover the diversity of life, DNA structure, atomic theory, chemical processes, changes in energy, the Big Bang
theory, and the impact and ethical considerations of recent scientific advancements. You are expected to be
self-motivated and innovative, as homework consists of practice problems, group work, and formal reports
for adapted and student-designed laboratory experiments. You may be assessed on your laboratory skills,
written tests or project work.
Life Sciences 11
This general biology course is guided by the themes of biological interactions, change over time, and
evolutionary and taxonomic kinship, while providing a solid foundation for future studies in the biological
sciences. We will examine cellular structure and function, microbiology, micro- and macroevolution,
speciation, trends in complexity and ecology. You will engage in classroom and laboratory activities to
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provide you with opportunities to hone your critical thinking and technical writing. You will be selfmotivated, engaging in pre- and post-reading, completing practice problems and conducting independent
study. You will be assessed on your written assessments, assignments, project work, laboratory skills and
formal summative assessments.
Anatomy and Physiology 12
This course explores the mysteries of the human body. While having a background in biology is beneficial, a
curiosity about life is preferred and all are welcome to take this course. In this fast-paced, content-rich course,
we will investigate the human body from the cellular to the systemic level. You should be self-motivated and
proactive, as you are expected to complete independent learning while engaging in inquiry-based class
activities and labs, including dissections. Homework will consist of readings, review problems and laboratory
write-ups. You may be assessed by tests, class work, laboratory tests and cumulative exams. By the end of the
course, you will understand how the interconnection of the body’s systems maintains the homeostasis
needed to sustain life.
AP Biology (Off-schedule)
Comprehensive and fast-moving, this is the equivalent of a first-year university introductory biology course
and builds on the work covered in Life Science 11. We will engage in an in-depth examination of gene
regulation, biotechnology, immunology, energetics, physiology and diversity. Inquiry-based activities will
provide you with opportunities to apply your knowledge and understanding as well as hone your laboratory
and statistical analysis skills. You will be self-motivated, engaging in pre- and post-reading, completing
practice problems and conducting independent study. You will be assessed on assignments, project work,
laboratory skills and formal summative assessments.
Chemistry 11
This conceptual and mathematical course requires you to use and develop your computational problemsolving skills; possessing strong mathematical skills is a definite asset. We cover data analysis and
foundational skills, matter, gases, the mole concept, stoichiometry, atomic theory, the periodic table, chemical
bonding, chemical solutions and organic chemistry. We will use a variety of instructional strategies, such as
guided-inquiry activities, lab experiments, discussions, student-centred work sessions and direct teaching.
Your learning will be assessed using quizzes, lab reports, post-lab assignments, tests and exams. Practical lab
skills will be assessed on a continuous basis.
Chemistry 12
This course builds on the content and skills of Chemistry 11. You develop your computational problemsolving skills while covering topics in reaction rates, equilibrium systems, acid/base chemistry and
electrochemistry. Using lab activities, you will continue to develop your practical skills, especially through
titration experiments. We will use a variety of guided-inquiry activities, class discussions, direct teaching, and
student-centred work sessions. You will be self-motivated, practising mathematical and conceptual problems
to gain a strong grasp of the concepts covered. Your learning will be assessed using quizzes, lab reports, postlab assignments, unit tests and exams, and your lab skills will be assessed on an ongoing basis.
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AP Chemistry (Off-schedule)
This challenging course continues from Chemistry 11. We develop many of the skills introduced previously,
while covering the Chemistry 12 curriculum and some additional topics. Our course expectations and
assessment items are the same as in Chemistry 11.
Physics 11
This introductory course focuses on the principles and theories of physics, encourages laboratory
investigation of physical relationships, and illustrates the relationship between theory and application. We
include experimental design and data analysis skills and highlight the application of physics to everyday
situations throughout the curriculum. We cover 2-D kinematics, Newton’s laws of motion, work, energy and
power, simple machines, electric circuits and wave behaviours. You will need to be self-motivated to
complete the homework, consisting of laboratory write-ups, practice problems and a major project. You
should feel comfortable with algebra, as it is used extensively. You may be assessed on your laboratory skills,
written tests, exams or project work.
Physics 12
This course focuses on the principles and theories of physics, encourages laboratory investigation of physical
relationships and illustrates the relationship between theory and application. We include experimental
design and data analysis skills, and highlight the application of physics to everyday situations. We cover
momentum, static equilibrium, gravitation, electrostatics, electromagnetism and special relativity. You will
need to be self-motivated to complete the homework, consisting of laboratory write-ups, practice problems
and a major project. You should feel comfortable with algebra, as it is used extensively. You may be assessed
on your laboratory skills, written tests or project work.
AP Physics 1 (Off-schedule)
This is a challenging, fast-paced, university-level course, designed to help you develop analytical and
problem-solving skills at a higher level than Physics 11. We cover linear and rotational mechanics, simple
harmonic motion and waves, electric charge and force and simple DC electric circuits, using a variety of
inquiry-based laboratory experiences. You will find the algebraic approach easier if you have completed PreCalculus 11, but this is not a requirement. You will need to be self-motivated to complete the homework,
consisting of laboratory write-ups, practice problems and a major project. You may be assessed on your
laboratory skills, written tests or project work.
AP Physics 2 (Off-schedule)
This challenging, fast-paced, university-level course is designed to help you develop analytical and problemsolving skills at a higher level than Physics 12. We cover fluids, thermodynamics, electrostatics, DC circuits
with resistors and capacitors, electromagnetism, waves and geometric optics, and topics in modern physics,
using a variety of inquiry- based laboratory experiences. You will find the approach easier if you have
completed AP Physics 1, but this is not a requirement. You are expected to be self-motivated, as homework
consists of laboratory write-ups, practice problems and a major project. You may be assessed on your
laboratory skills, written tests or project work.
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AP Physics C (Off-schedule)
There are two courses, AP Physics C: Mechanics and AP Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism, each
corresponding to approximately a semester of university work. Both courses use guided inquiry and studentcentered learning to foster the development of critical thinking skills and use introductory differential and
integral calculus. You will need to be self-motivated to complete the homework, consisting of laboratory
write-ups, practice problems and a major project. You will find the calculus-based approach easier if you have
already completed a calculus course. You may be assessed on your laboratory skills, written tests or project
work.
AP Physics C (Off-schedule): Mechanics covers kinematics, Newton’s laws of motion, work, energy and power,
systems of particles and linear momentum, circular motion and rotation, and oscillations and gravitation.
AP Physics C (Off-schedule): Electricity and Magnetism covers electrostatics, conductors, capacitors and
dielectrics, electric circuits, magnetic fields and electromagnetism.

Social Studies
Social Studies 8
Early globalization: colonialism, social and political change.
This course presents the story of Canada, from First Peoples through European contact to the beginning of the
20th century. History will be our window into many different facets of the social sciences, including human
and physical geography, economics, sociology and political science. We will facilitate the formation of
communication, thinking, personal and social skills. You will make maps, graphs and diagrams to represent
places, concepts and ideas. You will discover and organize evidence according to themes and then develop
ideas into arguments or positions. You will work with and manipulate a variety of forms of information to
develop ever greater skills in analysis and interpretation. You will also develop your communication skills,
working both collaboratively and independently, to present what you have learned.
Social Studies 9
Early globalization: colonialism, social and political change.
This course presents the story of Canada, from First Peoples through European contact to the beginning of the
20th century. History will be our window into many different facets of the social sciences, including human
and physical geography, economics, sociology and political science. We will facilitate the formation of
communication, thinking, personal and social skills. You will make maps, graphs and diagrams to represent
places, concepts and ideas. You will discover and organize evidence according to themes and then develop
ideas into arguments or positions. You will work with and manipulate a variety of forms of information to
develop ever greater skills in analysis and interpretation. You will also develop your communication skills,
working both collaboratively and independently, to present what you have learned.
Social Studies 10
A changing world: identity, ideology and conflict in the 20th century.
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We explore the significant themes, questions and historical events pertinent to Canada in this and the
previous century. How do citizens influence government and affect change in society? How has Canada
responded to and been affected by global conflicts? How has the makeup of Canada’s population changed and
what are the implications for our future? Is it possible to maintain economic growth while protecting our
environment? You will exercise a variety of research, thinking and communication skills. These will include
accessing and interpreting primary sources, evaluating and justifying their work and opinions, and
participating in simulations. Assessment will consist of assignments, tests and skill demonstrations. This
required course will provide you with the skills to be successful in Grade 11 and 12 social sciences courses.
Explorations in Social Studies 11: Contemporary Moral Issues
This class covers recent history and the present with an eye for the future. It provides students with a variety
of frameworks for understanding the issues facing modern society. Students will explore a variety of issues
like government, globalisation, human rights and global climate change. They will be required to evaluate,
assess, defend and debate their beliefs or provide justified solutions to the problems that we face.
Physical Geography 12
This class explores physical geography and is designed to inform and provide context to understanding the
dynamic world we live in. Students will explore a large range of concepts and topics including biology, plate
tectonics, geomorphology, climate and climate change. Students will be expected to learn geographic skills,
evaluate relationships and form justified theories about geographical phenomena.
AP Human Geography (Off-schedule)
This stimulating course introduces you to core geographical themes including population, culture, economic
geography, geopolitics, international development and urbanism. A foundation for future studies in the
discipline of human geography, this course is also beneficial to a general liberal arts education. You should
have a solid proficiency in English and a desire to learn about how our interconnected world functions. You
will be encouraged to illustrate underlying concepts with contemporary examples, including your own
personal experiences. Learning activities will include informal discussions, role-plays, parliamentary-style
debates, video clips, simulations and local field trips. We place particular emphasis on developing digital and
map literacy, and you will have the opportunity to interpret and create a variety of map types, making use of
Google Maps and other GIS platforms, as well as creating your own videos and virtual reality content. You will
be assessed on tests and assignments.
AP World History (Off-schedule)
This fascinating course is designed to give you the background to a wide variety of current world events as
well as developing your skills as a historian, writer and critical thinker. You will learn about content from
around the world from 1200 CE through to present day. You will analyze historical sources, learn to make
connections and craft historical arguments. We will explore concepts like humans and the environment,
cultural developments and interactions, governance, economic systems, social interactions and organization,
and technology and innovation. Instruction will be through simulations, seminars, projects and extensive
reading. You will develop articulate, well- researched essays and short answers, and be assessed through a
variety of written and visual assignments, as well as summative unit tests.
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AP Psychology (Second Semester and/or Off-schedule)
This intense, yet exciting and personally applicable course provides an overview of the major schools of
psychology. It will help you to understand behavioural, biological, cognitive, humanistic and psychodynamic
approaches. You will participate in mini-labs to determine how vision and your other senses work together,
how to condition your friends and family, and how to make a brain out of an orange and other treats. You will
also participate in lectures, videos, group discussions and visits with guest speakers. We will cover the brain,
motivation, emotions, personality, learning, states of consciousness, as well as developmental, abnormal and
social psychology. We will delve into why sleep is so important, why cramming for a test is not effective, why
you conform or don’t under group pressure, and how to tell if someone is lying to you. You will also leave
with a new lens for seeing the world around you.
Economic Theory 12
Economics is a social science that is concerned with describing and analyzing the production, distribution and
consumption of goods and services. It’s the study of scarcity, value and how resources are used and how
economic agents make decisions. This course will focus on introducing you to fundamental economic
concepts of microeconomics and macroeconomics and to help you to understand the socio-economic world
we inhabit.
AP Macroeconomics (Off-schedule)
This course explores the choices that individuals and societies make about the use of resources in a
competitive global economy. You will use economic concepts and models, as well as methods of economic
inquiry to analyze current economic issues and make informed economic choices. Particular emphasis will be
placed on building some understanding of economic theory in macroeconomics to create a solid theoretical
base for further economic inquiry at the university level. You are provided with a thorough understanding of
the principles of economics that apply to economic systems as a whole. Beyond the study of basic economic
concepts such as scarcity and supply and demand, this course emphasizes national income, fiscal and
monetary policy, measures of economic performance and international trade. To consolidate your
understanding of key economic concepts, models and theories, you conclude the course by exploring the
nature and reasons for new economic thought and, in the context of analyzing current economic issues,
demonstrate how informed economic choices can be made to balance the conflicting economic objectives,
rights and responsibilities of various economic stakeholders.
AP Microeconomics (Off-schedule)
This course explores the choices that individuals and societies make about the use of resources in a
competitive global economy. You will use economic concepts and models, as well as methods of economic
inquiry to analyze current economic issues and make informed economic choices. Particular emphasis will be
placed on building some understanding of economic theory in macroeconomics to create a solid theoretical
base for further economic inquiry at the university level. You are provided with a thorough understanding of
the principles of economics that apply to economic systems as a whole. Beyond the study of basic economic
concepts such as scarcity and supply and demand, this course emphasizes national income, fiscal and
monetary policy, measures of economic performance and international trade. To consolidate your
understanding of key economic concepts, models and theories, you conclude the course by exploring the
nature and reasons for new economic thought and, in the context of analyzing current economic issues,
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demonstrate how informed economic choices can be made to balance the conflicting economic objectives,
rights and responsibilities of various economic stakeholders.
AP Art History (Off-schedule)
This course will appeal to a broad group of students and is especially useful to those contemplating
architecture at university. We delve into topics such as the nature of art, art making and responses to art. You
will explore a specific set of 250 works of art in 10 content areas beginning with art from global prehistory
and ending with works from the present. In your investigation, you will consider influential forces like
patronage, politics, class, belief, gender and ethnicity in your analysis of art forms. You will examine styles,
techniques, themes and chronology, and comparing and contrasting art forms from varied perspectives. You
will become an active participant in the global art world as you experience, research, discuss, read and write
about art, artists, art making and responses to and interpretations of art.

Modern Languages
The objective of the modern languages program is to develop literacy, fluency and creativity through
imparting an awareness and appreciation of the target culture and focusing upon the four communicative
skills: speaking, listening, reading and writing.

French
Beginner French 8
In this course you will learn the basics of how to speak, listen, read and write in French. You will be able to
conjugate verbs in the present tense and make predictions about the immediate future, as well as using the
past tense (passé composé ). You will be able to ask and respond to a wide range of questions in both written
and oral forms. French will progressively become the language of instruction during class time with the goal
of a French-only environment. You will build your vocabulary by studying the themes of introductions and
greetings, family, clothing, school activities, weekend activities, descriptions, as well as a range of vocabulary
on general interactions allowing you to communicate efficiently in French. You will learn the three most
common tenses and a variety of grammatical concepts. You will use your new skills through frequent
conversations and group activities. You will be introduced to French culture through the study of music, art
and film. You will be assessed through presentations, projects, tests and quizzes, as well as through your daily
practice and participation using French during class time.

Mandarin (Chinese)
Mandarin 11
We will build your vocabulary for colours, weather, hobbies and interests, sports, musical instruments, daily
life, academic programs and for school facilities. In an increasingly Mandarin-speaking environment, you will
improve your listening comprehension and fluency in free oral and writing exercises and assessments.
Through the study of music, art and film, your understanding of Chinese culture will deepen. Assessment of
your learning will occur through presentations, projects, tests and quizzes, as well as through your daily
practice and participation using Mandarin during class time.
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Mandarin 11 Advanced
We will use Mandarin as the language of communication during class time. You should be comfortable
expressing yourself in Mandarin and understand most of what is said when Mandarin is being spoken at a
regular speed. We will build your vocabulary for describing different parts of the body, symptoms and illness,
medical terms, western and Chinese style breakfast, dishes, foods, as well as for ordering Chinese foods at
restaurants. You will improve your listening comprehension and fluency in speaking and writing exercises
and assessments. Through the study of music, art, literature and film, your understanding of Chinese culture
will deepen. Assessment of your learning will occur through presentations, projects, compositions, tests and
quizzes, as well as through your daily practice and participation using Mandarin during class time.
Mandarin 12
We will use Mandarin as the language of communication during class time. You should be comfortable
expressing yourself in Mandarin and able to understand most of what is said when Mandarin is spoken at a
regular speed. We build your vocabulary by studying the themes and features and characteristics of Chinese
names, types of media outlets and popular social media in China, festivals and traditions in China with
comparison of other cultures, volunteering and community living, as well as vocabulary for travel. You will
improve your listening comprehension and fluency in free-speaking and free-writing exercises and
assessments. Through the study of music, art, literature and film, your understanding of Chinese culture will
deepen. Assessment of your learning will occur through presentations, projects, compositions, tests and
quizzes, as well as through your daily practice and participation using Mandarin during class time.
Mandarin 12 Advanced
We will use Mandarin as the language of communication during class time. You should be comfortable
expressing yourself in Mandarin and able to understand most of what is said when Mandarin is spoken at a
regular speed. We build your vocabulary by studying the themes and features and characteristics of Chinese
names, types of media outlets and popular social media in China, festivals and traditions in China with
comparison of other cultures, volunteering and community living, as well as vocabulary for travel. You will
improve your listening comprehension and fluency in free-speaking and free-writing exercises and
assessments. Through the study of music, art, literature and film, your understanding of Chinese culture will
deepen. Assessment of your learning will occur through presentations, projects, compositions, tests and
quizzes, as well as through your daily practice and participation using Mandarin during class time.

Arts Education
The objective of the arts program is to promote creativity, imagination and an appreciation of all the arts as a
fundamental dimension of human behaviour and self-expression, as well as a part of a thriving culture.
Drafting 10
This course provides you an opportunity to explore technical design skills while considering the elements and
principles of design and how they are implemented in the computer-aided design (CAD) process. As a starting
point we will undertake a hand drafting unit to provide a fundamental understanding of space, scale,
proportion and industry conventions for preparing floor plans, elevations and visualizations. You will create
detailed drawing packages for a variety of simulated designer/client relationships and learn to implement
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client research as the basis for successful design solutions. Assessment is ongoing and based on both your
process and application.
AP Art Studio (Off-schedule)
AP Art courses are for motivated students interested in the study of art beyond high school. The program
demands significant commitment. You should be self-motivated and able to work on assignments outside
regular classroom hours. You should have taken a Grade 11 visual art or be prepared to produce evidence of
your previous work.
The AP Art program is based on the production of a portfolio. This can be developed in any of the following
areas: 2D Design, 3D Design, and/or Drawing. An AP 2D Art and Design portfolio can include photography,
digital media, drawing, painting, collage or any other 2D still media, that focuses on the layout and design of
the image. An AP 3-D Art and Design portfolio would include all sculpting 3D media and mixed media. An AP
Drawing portfolio focuses on the “mark-making” of the artist such as the ability to render textures, form,
colours and lines in various painting and drawing media.
AP 2-D Art and Design
Develop your 2-D skills through materials and processes such as graphic design, photography, collage,
printmaking, fashion illustration, collage, and others. You’ll create artwork that reflects your own ideas and
skills and what you’ve learned.
Skills You'll Learn
Investigating the materials, processes, and ideas that artists and designers use
Practicing, experimenting, and revising as you create your own work
Communicating your ideas about works of art and design
Equivalency and Prerequisites
College Course Equivalent
A one-semester, introductory college course in 2-D art and design

Theatre Arts
Drama 10
This course expands on the materials and ideas presented in Drama 9 and introduces you to many of the
styles and methods of acting, such as action-based acting, ensemble technique and improvisation. It will also
introduce you first-hand to scripted material. Beginning with improvisation, you will be reminded of the rules
that make theatrical play fun and meaningful for a live audience. You will expand your understanding of
physical and textual action, choreography, blocking and staging in a variety of dramatic genres. You will have
the opportunity to play a wide range of characters. Once you have a working understanding of the
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conventions of theatre, you will develop the skills to show the audience a greater range of theatrical action,
including emotional states of being and subtext. You will learn how to blend setting, plot and character to
convey meaning in complex scenes. Each term will give you the opportunity to prepare and perform for an
outside audience, either in the fall play or the spring musical theatre production. In the second half of this
course, we may also present a fully produced comedy or drama to a live audience in the studio theatre.

Physical and Health Education
The objectives of the physical education program are to develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary
to support a healthy, active lifestyle, with an emphasis on the links between exercise, learning and emotional
health.
Physical and Health Education 8
This is an exploration of various movement experiences, minor games and activities that promote and
incorporate physical, cognitive, social and emotional development. Through individual and team sports,
motor skill development, fitness and physical literacy, you will experience the physiological and neurological
benefits that promote well-being and academic success. We encourage lifelong participation through building
community relationships and peer connections, and include educational components on social, emotional and
mental health.
Physical and Health Education 9
This is an exploration of various movement experiences, minor games and activities that promote and
incorporate physical, cognitive, social and emotional development. Through individual and team sports,
motor skill development, fitness and physical literacy, you will experience the physiological and neurological
benefits that promote well-being and academic success. We encourage lifelong participation through building
community relationships and peer connections, and include educational components on social, emotional and
mental health.
Physical and Health Education 10
This course offers activities that promote your physical, cognitive, social and emotional development. Our
regular fitness development sessions and health and wellness components provide you with the opportunity
to improve your physical, emotional and social well-being. Participation, personal and social responsibility,
and motor skill development are key components in an active, healthy lifestyle, and foster personal growth,
academic success and overall well-being.

Career and Life Education
Career Life Education 10

The aim of Career Life Education is skill development: becoming a self-directed individual who
sets goals, makes thoughtful decisions, and takes responsibility for pursuing your goals set in
high school and beyond. This mandatory course is designed to help your post-secondary and
career pathway, set goals and aspirations, and identify and develop the competencies you need to
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reach those goals. The Career Life Education curriculum offers you the opportunity to pursue
your journey in personally meaningful ways. You will explore topics that lead to greater selfawareness, career knowledge and career planning. Lessons will provide you with the opportunity
to learn about and practise resumé writing, interview skills, safe work practices, budgeting and
preliminary planning for possible career- life pathways. You will be assessed in a variety of
ways, including projects, reflections, written tasks, engagement and experiential activities.
Career Life Connections 12
In this course, you will develop the tools, habits and fluency to continue developing your post-secondary plan,
and a portion of class time is devoted to preparing and submitting university applications. Meanwhile, you
will also have lessons on the various skills and lifelong learning habits required to be successful in postsecondary life, including time management, goal setting, personal finance, budgeting, and work/career
options. Along the way, you are fully expected to drive the application process and manage your own
deadlines, using your Academic Advisor as a resource and guide. Purposeful reflection and decision-making
will be critical to your ultimate success. You will earn a percentage grade for Career Life Connections through
assessment on a variety of written tasks and short assignments. In addition, you will present a Capstone
Project. Upon completion of the course, you will be able to identify a clear post-secondary plan, explain your
reasons for this chosen pathway, articulate your unique strengths and aptitudes, and demonstrate
independence, self-awareness and personal agency.

Frequently Asked Questions for New Students
When do I select my second semester courses?
The majority of courses at CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL are semester-long, and these are all selected
at the beginning of each semester. The off-schedule AP courses are linear and run from October to June.

I wish to take more courses than the eight courses the timetable will accommodate. What can I do?
In some cases, CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL courses offered outside the regular timetable can satisfy
this need. Some students take distance education courses in addition to their regular school-day courses.
These additional courses should only be taken after consultation with the student’s Academic Advisor.

I am in Grade 9 or 10 and do not wish to take a full timetable; I would like to have a study block. Is
this possible?
All Grade 9 students take a full timetable of courses. Study blocks are not possible for Grade 9. A few Grade 10
students may end up with a study block if they are substantially accelerated in one or more academic areas,
but this is rare and only permitted in consultation with the counselor and Academic Advisors after the school
year has begun.

I have transfer credits from another school. How will CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL transfer
those credits to my transcript?
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CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL depends on official paperwork from your school or agency in order to
award transfer credit. This paperwork will come in the form of official final transcripts from your past
school(s). Transfer credit starts for Grade 10 courses and up, and can only be awarded via a transcript, not
from report cards alone. These transcripts are sent to the school in paper format or, more commonly,
uploaded by parents to the CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL application site. Additional transcript
information may come from external agencies or services (language examination services, or music
conservatory examinations, for example). This information must also come in official transcript format. Note
that not all external course or examination work can be given transfer credit. Credit systems are administered
by the BC Ministry of Education. Transfer credits requested must be validated within the Ministry’s
requirements and be approved by CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL.

I am entering Grade 9. How do I register for a higher mathematics course?
Grade 9 students who wish to take a higher-level math course will be assessed by the course teacher once the
school year begins. In the course selection process, the student should choose Mathematics 9.

I am advanced in modern language study. May I take an advanced language course?
Students may take modern language courses higher than grade level if they are authorized to do so after a
telephone or Skype interview with the counselor, or if they have prerequisite credit from a recognized
education authority.

There are several elective courses I want to take in my Grade 11 year, but I cannot fit them in
because of the required courses. What can I do?
Graduation requirements can be satisfied over the entire three years of the BC Graduation Program. This
means that, for example, the BC Ministry of Education science credit can be taken in Grade 11 or 12. The same
applies to social studies and math credits. Physical education and arts education credits can also be taken in
Grade 11 or 12. Moving required courses from the Grade 11 year to the Grade 12 year sometimes solves the
problem. Careful planning is required. It is wise to leave room in the Grade 12 timetable for a minimum of
four higher-level academic courses to facilitate university entrance (unless such courses have been taken in
Grade 11).

AP Related
I am in Grade 9 or 10 and I want to take AP courses. Is this possible?
The Grade 9 and 10 programs are designed to offer a breadth of experiences which tend to conflict with the
Advanced Placement programming. The school may consider allowing access to AP courses in exceptional
cases only (typically only in Grade 10), under special arrangement with the academic departments teaching
the courses. These arrangements are made only after appropriate assessments are undertaken in
consultation with the Academic Advisors.
Students taking AP Calculus in any grade must have a pre-requisite credit in Pre-Calculus 12 or must take that
course at the same time as they are taking AP Calculus. Pre-Calculus 12 is not available to Grade 11 students
who do not already have a Pre-Calculus 11 credit.
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I am entering Grade 11. I have credit for Pre-Calculus 11 which I took in Grade 10. May I take AP
Calculus in Grade 11 at CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL?
Students taking AP Calculus in any grade must have a pre-requisite credit in Pre-Calculus 12 or must take that
course at the same time as they are taking AP Calculus. Pre-Calculus 12 is not available to Grade 11 students
who do not already have a Pre-Calculus 11 credit.

I took chemistry in Grade 10. May I take AP Chemistry at CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL in
my Grade 11 year?
Registration in AP science and math courses requires proof of prerequisite knowledge, usually in the form of
prerequisite course credits. AP sciences require advanced background knowledge over and above the
standard Grade 11 science curriculum. Thus, the content of an honours or advanced Chemistry 11, in this
case, would be required for entry into AP Chemistry; course work in chemistry in Grade 10 is not sufficient.

Frequently Asked Questions by Department
English
Can I read ahead to prepare for the next grade?
Skill development in English is a gradual process. Each grade level makes use of a wide variety of books for
study, and teachers are not constrained to teach a common text. However, we do encourage students to read
for enrichment. If you want to get a list of recommended readings, you may feel free to contact the principal’s
office.

ELL Program
Are after-school ELL courses available?
Skill development in English is a gradual process, reading and writing enrichment will help enhancing
language proficiency, thus help you advance in ELL program, and take English 10. We strongly recommend
you taking supplementary after-school ELL courses in one of the following situations:
a. Students who score below 2.5 being required to take additional after-school non-credit ELL courses
offered through Can-Star Academy.
b. If you are in G10 and above, and you are assessed ELL level 1 or 2 (or iTEP 2.5 to 3.9), we suggest you take
extra after school non-credit ELL courses;
b. If you are in G11 and above, and you are assessed iTEP 4.0 to 4.9, we suggest you take English 10 Plus;
c. If you are in English 11, but your English 10 is below 70, we suggest you take English 11 Plus;
d. If you are in English 12, but your English 10 or English 11 are below 70, we suggest you take English 12
Plus.
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e. Please also check attached ELL policy for ongoing ELL assessment policy.

I am G10/G11/G12, but I do not have English course(s),could I take online English course to
expedite my graduation?
We strongly against you taking English courses at summer school or through distance education, as it takes
time to build English proficiency. You could benefit much more from a semester-long English course. Many
international students struggle university year one without good English reading and writing skills. Instead of
taking online or summer courses, we recommend taking after-school enrichment courses to build English
proficiency.

Mathematics
Many students seem to have a tutor, but I do not. Should I get a tutor?
Students are encouraged to seek additional support from their classroom teacher first. Additionally, there is a
math teacher scheduled for Success Center every week. If the student finds they require more support than
can be obtained through these sources, they might choose to seek the help of a qualified, external tutor.

Do all students take calculus? Do I have to take calculus for university?
No, calculus is not required for graduation from high school. It is recommended, however, for some university
programs, such as sciences, engineering and some commerce programs.

Can I take Grade 10, 11 or 12 mathematics courses in the summer?
We do not recommend this option as summer courses do not cover the topics with the same depth and
sometimes omit topics. Students should discuss any intention of taking a summer school course with their
mathematics teacher and their Academic Advisor.

Sciences
Can I take science courses in the summer?
We do not recommend this option because shortened science courses lack the building of laboratory skills. It
is particularly not recommended to take Physics 11 in summer school as there is insufficient time to build the
necessary conceptual thinking and problem-solving skills for a successful participation and achievement in
Physics 12 or in an AP Physics course.

Do I need the school’s permission to take science by distance or online education?
Every student needs the school’s permission to register in BC distance courses. We recommend that all
students discuss their plans with a current science teacher and their counselor and Academic Advisor.

Should I take three science courses in Grade 11?
Very few university programs require three science courses at the Grade 11 and 12 level.
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Should I be taking AP science courses?
A student with a high aptitude, interest and level of success in a particular science may wish to challenge
themselves by taking an AP course. In general, we will only recommend students taking AP when they have
more than 85% average in G11 coures and have the required prerequisites.

Social Studies
What are the graduation requirements for social studies?
Students must earn credit in social studies 10, and at least one social studies course in Grade 11 or 12.

Which CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL courses satisfy the social studies 11 and 12 graduation
requirements?
•
•
•

Economic Theory 12
Physical Geography 12
Social Studies 11

Do AP courses meet the social studies graduation requirement?
No, AP courses do not satisfy the social studies graduation requirement. However, students can opt to earn
credit in one of the above courses while taking their AP course and thereby fulfil the graduation requirement.

Modern Languages
At what point can I move to a different level in a languages course?
Following course selection, the placement of students is reviewed towards the end of the school year.
Generally, placement is based on the student’s achievement and the recommendation of their teacher.

Is a second language a requirement or a benefit for admissions at the post-secondary level?
A second language at the Grade 11 or 12 level is required for admission to UBC, SFU, and the Faculty of
Humanities at UVic. Some American post-secondary institutions require three or four years of study (in high
school) of a second language. In addition, some programs at university require a second language,
particularly in areas of study such as journalism, arts programs, and cultural or regional studies (e.g. Pacific
and Asian Studies).

Arts Education
Is AP Art History a studio art course?
No, this is a course for students who like history, writing and looking at broad issues; the course is a social
studies offering. It is particularly useful for students who will be studying architecture at university as a large
part of the course deals with the history of architecture.
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Should I take an arts course in Grade 12? Is this important for university applications?
Many universities are now using broad-based admission practices in Canada, the United States and abroad.
This means that the breadth of a student’s overall program, including fine and performing arts, is considered
and a variety of disciplines should be represented.

Can piano or guitar be selected for the music courses at CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL?
There are many pianists and guitar players at CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL who sometimes perform
in chapel, at formal and informal events on and off campus, with the bands. However, there is no direct
instruction for piano or guitar. Private lessons can be arranged and the students are billed for these on their
school accounts.

Summer School or Distance Education Courses
We discourage you from taking courses at summer school or through distance education unless you have
failed to complete a course or wish to complete a required course with no intent to continue study in that
subject. Taking a course in summer school with the intention of retaking the same course later at CANADA
STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL may adversely affect you because several universities require students to report
all of their grades, specifically in courses that have been retaken, and may use both grades in calculating
averages for admissions.
Students taking courses through distance education must first seek approval from the counselor and
academic advisor. Furthermore, a mark will not be received for that course until the course is completed and
the final report has been sent to CANADA STAR SECONDARY SCHOOL. Any course that is in progress through
distance education, and not fully completed, will not appear on your transcript. This could affect your
university entrance if a course required for admission is not completed before January 31.
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